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Background and objectives 

Today, it is widely recognized that the creation of technological innovations – particularly in 

knowledge-intensive fields – doesn’t proceed in isolation. Empirical research indicates that 

innovation processes are characterized by a pronounced division of labor between the actors 

participating in the economy (Wuchty et al., 2007). In nearly all industries and technological areas 

we observe a pronounced intensity of R&D cooperation and the emergence of innovation 

networks with dynamically changing compositions over time (Hagedoorn, 2002; Kudic, 2015; 

Tomasello et al., 2017).  

At the same time, we know that the economic actor’s innovativeness is strongly affected by his 

or her strategic network positioning and the structural characteristics of the socio-economic 

environment in which the actor is embedded. In this sense, R&D cooperation and innovation 

networks (Powell et al., 1996; Kudic, 2015), geographical closeness and other dimensions of 

proximity (Boschma, 2005), interregional differences in innovation activities (Fritsch, 2000, 

2003), industry dynamics (Klepper, 1997), structural change and systemic instabilities Tomasello 

et al., 2017), path-dependencies and lock-in effects (Arthur, 1989; David, 1985), bounded 

rationality (Simon, 1955), herding behavior (Kirman, 1993), and self-enforcing system dynamics 

(Pyka, 1997) alongside with the political and legal constraints (Eckardt forthcoming; Eckardt and 

Okruch 2018) – to name just a few relevant issues – need to be considered appropriately in order 

to gain an in-depth understanding of innovation processes. 

Although these issues have been proven to play a key role, they are typically neglected in 

traditional economic models. Systemic approaches (Lundvall, 1992) – rooted in the neo-

Schumpeterian school of thought (Hanusch and Pyka, 2007) – provide a more realistic and 

comprehensive theoretical basis designed to capture the highly complex and socially embedded 

nature of innovation processes.  

Interdisciplinary research on complex adaptive systems provides us with a powerful toolbox for 

analyzing and understanding system inherent dynamics compared to traditional, exclusively 

prize-quantity and cost-benefit oriented frameworks. This perspective allows us to identify 

systemic failures (Dodgson et al., 2011; Tödtling and Trippl, 2005) slowing down or hampering 

innovation. Within the systemic perspective, mostly unexplored innovation policy-related issues 

of a theoretical and an applied interest can be analyzed. 
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The objective of this workshop is to bring together theoretical, conceptual, and empirical research 

on system dynamics, system failures, systemic interventions and innovation policy design. We 

welcome presentations in the following exemplary research fields, all of which are able to take a 

broad and creative individual approach to matters of methodology and their general approach: 

Exemplary research questions:  

• How can we systematically identify system failures in technological, sectoral or regional 
innovation systems? Additionally, how can innovation policy react?  

• What are the insights from innovation systems research concerning the exploration of 
new technological opportunities? 

• How can we use the innovation systems perspective to govern the major transformations 
towards sustainability?  

• What role can consumers play in innovation systems and in innovation policy design? 
• How do different relationships between established companies and start-up companies 

influence the dynamics of innovation systems? 
• How are economic opportunities envigorated by entrepreneurship and which role 

therefore follows for innovation policy? 
• Which role does the relationship between urban and periphery regions play in innovation 

systems and innovation policy? 
• How do digital technologies influence the emergence, the development and the 

composition of innovation systems? 
• How can innovation systems remain innovative when they face disruptive technological 

change? 
• What role do innovation networks play in catching-up economies? 
• How do interrelationships with actors at higher spatial levels (national, international) 

influence innovation systems?  
• What can be learned from innovation systems research concerning innovation policy for 

peripheral areas? 
• What role do borders play for the evolution of cross-border regional innovation systems? 

Further topics related to these issues are highly welcome as well. 

Organizational issues 

The 4th Research Area [X] ‘Networks’ workshop is planned as a two-day event, organized in a 

workshop atmosphere with thematic paper sessions and guest speaker’s presentations. Non-

published work from senior as well as young scholars is highly welcome. Each participant will 

have to pay a participation fee of € 100 regular, € 50 PhD students. Participants of the workshop 

are expected to cover their travel and accommodation costs. Detailed information on the 

preliminary program as well as on accommodation and travel will be provided on the conference 

website: 
www.andrassyuni.eu/veranstaltungen/4th-eaepe-research-area-x-networks-workshop.html  

Submissions 

We invite contributions within the thematic scope described which also address one or more of 

the research questions outlined above. Please submit extended abstracts (500-750 words, PDF or 

Word) until the 31st of August 2018 to: rax2018@andrassyuni.hu  

http://www.andrassyuni.eu/veranstaltungen/4th-eaepe-research-area-x-networks-workshop.html
mailto:rax2018@andrassyuni.hu
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Important deadlines 
• Abstract submission deadline (max. 500-700 words): 31 August 2018  
• Notification of acceptance:     30 September 2018  
• Registration:        15 October 2018  
• 4th EAEPE RA [X] Workshop in Budapest:   15-16 November 2018 

Keynote speakers and publication options  

We plan to invite two distinguished keynote speakers in the field of complex systems research 

and innovation policy design to our workshop, i.e.:  

 Michael Fritsch, FSU Jena, Germany 

 Dominique Foray, EPFL Lausanne, Switzerland 

In addition, we will organize a special issue in a well-recognized academic journal. A number of 

high quality papers presented at the workshop will be proposed for further consideration in this 

special issue. All paper submissions will undergo rigorous editorial screening and double-blind 

peer review by a minimum of two recognized scholars.  

Scientific committee:  

Abstract submissions will be evaluated by the following distinguished experts: 

• Uwe Cantner, Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany 

• Wolfram Elsner, University of Bremen, Germany 

• Iciar Dominguez Lacasa, Technical University of Applied Sciences Wildau, Germany  

• Balázs Lengyel, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary 

• László Szerb, University of Pécs, Hungary 

• Attila Varga, University of Pécs, Hungary 

• Balázs Vedres, Central European University, Hungary  

• Ben Vermeulen, University of Hohenheim, Germany  

• Claudia Werker, Technical University Delft, The Netherlands 

Workshop organization: 

The 4th RA [X] ‘Networks’ Workshop is a joint initiative of the EAEPE Research Area [X] ‘Networks’ 

(Stefano Battiston and Muhamed Kudic) and the Research Area [D] ‘Innovation and Technological 

Change’ (Andreas Pyka and Ben Vermeulen) and will be realized in cooperation with the Andrássy 

University Budapest. This year’s workshop is organized by:  

 Martina Eckardt, Andrássy University Budapest, Hungary 
 Jutta Günther, University of Bremen, Germany 
 Muhamed Kudic, University of Bremen, Germany 
 Andreas Pyka, University of Hohenheim, Germany 
 Jutta Sehic, Andrássy University Budapest, Hungary 

 

Location: 
Andrássy University Budapest 
Pollack Mihály tér 3 
1088 Budapest, Hungary 
 

Further Information:  
www.andrassyuni.eu/veranstaltungen/4th-eaepe-research-area-x-networks-workshop.html 

http://www.andrassyuni.eu/veranstaltungen/4th-eaepe-research-area-x-networks-workshop.html
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